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The 4. Ford called it its "modular" engine because it was part of a whole new family of engines
that were intended to have a common architecture "so they could share similar production
tooling and have many interchangeable parts. The V6 that was originally intended to be part of
the modular program never did get built, but there are several engines in the V8 family,
including one 4. We tried to get some help from Ford, but we were unable to find anyone who
was willing to share any information, so everything in this article is based solely on what we
have seen and pieced together along with the help of some other people in the industry. There
have been two distinctly different cast iron blocks used for the 4. There are two Windsor blocks
with two casting numbers and one minor difference, and there are four different versions of the
Romeo block with several different casting numbers. The original Romeo block was a F1AE
casting that can be identified by the solid dowels that were used for the automatic overdrive
AOD transmission, along with the shape of the bellhousing that slopes down from the deck to
the edge of the rear seal retainer at about a 30 degree angle on the passenger side. These
blocks can be recognized by the hollow dowels that were used along with the AODE automatic
overdrive electronic transmission and the semi-circular boss for the starter that was added on
the right side of the bell housing Advertisement. The corner of the block is reinforced by a
triangular web that is parallel to the pan rail and perpendicular to the front of the bell housing,
too. And, these blocks still have only four cross-bolted mains instead of five like all the later
Romeo blocks. The third Romeo block was introduced in These blocks have five cross-bolted
mains instead of the four that were found on the earlier blocks, and they have a threaded hole in
the valley for a knock sensor. Both of these holes were used to mount the extended housing
that moved the oil filter to the back, closer to the bell housing, so there was enough room for
the oil cooler that was part of the optional trailer-tow package on the trucks and Expeditions.
Since most of them came without the trailer-tow package, and it seems unlikely that Ford would
have had the same engine with two different castings waiting on the assembly line, we believe
that the F7AE block was used in most of the pickups, vans and Expeditions through until it was
replaced by the XW7E casting in All five main caps on the Windsors are crossbolted, but they
have dowels between main caps and block instead of the jackscrews that were used for the
Romeo blocks. The bolt pattern for the front cover is the same as it is on the late Romeo blocks,
but the two bolt holes just above the pan rail are 10 x 1. There have been two different castings
used to make three different cranks for the 4. The original crank used in the Romeo engines was
an F1AE casting. It was a nodular iron crank that had six, knife-edged counterweights and a
six-hole flange for the flywheel. It had a wide front counterweight that measured from. It looked
like the original crank and it still had a six-bolt flange, but the front counterweight measured
from. All of the Windsor motors came with the F65E crank. It appears that most of the Windsors
used the eight-bolt crank, but there are definitely some of them out there with six-bolt cranks,
so check with the customer before selling an engine or a crank. All of the Windsor engines that
have the six-bolt crank must be built with the F65E casting that has the narrow front
counterweight because there are two machined pads on the back side of the front main that
stick out far enough to hit the thick counterweight on the F1AE crank. All of the 4. The rods
used in the Romeo engines were designed for press-fit pins while the ones in the Windsors
were all bushed for full-floating pins. There have been three different pistons used for the 4. It
had a small The pin was press-fit in the rod. The original piston for the Windsors had a small
The Windsor rods were bushed, so the pin was held in with circlips. The Windsor pistons were
changed in when the "power improved" PI heads with the square intake ports and smaller
heart-shaped chambers were introduced. The size of the bowl was increased from This piston
still had the 1. Ford has used several different heads on these engines. We have identified five
different ones for the Romeos and two for the Windsors through They all seem to fit into the
following pattern: Advertisement. However, there are some F1AE castings that are threaded for
the later short reach plugs, so be sure to check the threads before using this casting. There
were two changes: 1 these castings had fewer threads for the spark plugs; and 2 the pad on the
front of the head for the chain tensioner was 1. The F5AE casting that had a revised combustion
chamber with a "swirl fin" eyebrow behind the intake valve was introduced in some models in
They had individual caps on each cam journal, 12 bolts instead of nine around the perimeter of
the head for the cam cover, and the four bolt holes on both ends were 10 x 1. The "NPI" heads
were used on all Windsors up through and for some applications in , so be sure to verify the
casting number before deciding which one to install on one of these later engines. Rebuilders
may have one problem with the "NPI" Windsor heads; the two blind holes that are used for the
pegs that hold the intake gasket in place during assembly are on the bottom toward the
valley-side of the intake ports most of the time. But, there are some F75E castings that have the
holes at the top side of the ports near the head. They were on the bottom on the F75E casting
when it was used on the 4. They were on the top of the F75E castings when they were used on

the 5. Rebuilders need to send the matching intake set with a Windsor engine when they sell
one with "NPI" heads. It has bigger intake valves, different springs, and a small, heart-shaped
chamber that has a swirl-fin behind the intake valve. In fact, no one seems to know anything for
sure, except that: 1 all the Mustangs had "PI" heads in ; and 2 some of the trucks and
Expeditions had them in The 1L2E casting has ladder caps, small bolt holes in both ends and
nine bolt holes for the cam cover along with the square intake ports and the small heart-shaped
chambers. There have been four different timing sets used on the modular motors, three on the
Romeos and one on the Windsors. The original timing set used on the Romeo motors had a
roller chain, steel-backed, plastic guides and the thin about. There were right and left tensioners
with different oil passages on the back side, but they were easy to tell apart because they had
either an "R" or "L" cast right on them. The second Romeo timing set still used the roller chain
and it looked the same, but it was slightly different because the mounting pad on the head was
1. The third timing set for the Romeo motors had a link-style, silent timing chain instead of the
roller chain, so it had different sprockets, but everything else stayed the same. All the Windsors
had the link-type, silent timing chain and gears. The cams for the 4. There have been several
front covers used on these engines, depending on both the year and the application. The chart
below provides a good overview, but there are a few things worth noting: Advertisement. The
front cover for the car was changed in when the Windsor motor was introduced. The six bosses
for the tensioner were the same, but the bolt hole by the water pump was moved up about. All of
the trucks, Expeditions and vans except the Econoline shared a common front cover. The F65E
casting had 10 large The front cover on the Mustang was an XR3E casting. It had four bosses
for the tensioner and a machined pad for the idler further down on the passenger side of the
cover. The Econoline had its own special 2L3E front cover. That pretty well covers all the major
components for the 4. There are a few other things every professional rebuilder should know
about these engines before starting to rebuild them. More Most Read Articlesâ€¦. Magazine
Current Issue Past Issues. Connect with us. Advertise Subscribe Contact Us. By Doug
Anderson. Blocks There have been two distinctly different cast iron blocks used for the 4. These
blocks can be recognized by the hollow dowels that were used along with the AODE automatic
overdrive electronic transmission and the semi-circular boss for the starter that was added on
the right side of the bell housing. Cranks There have been two different castings used to make
three different cranks for the 4. Rods All of the 4. Pistons There have been three different
pistons used for the 4. Cylinder Heads Ford has used several different heads on these engines.
They all seem to fit into the following pattern:. Timing Components There have been four
different timing sets used on the modular motors, three on the Romeos and one on the
Windsors. Cams The cams for the 4. Front Covers There have been several front covers used on
these engines, depending on both the year and the application. The chart below provides a
good overview, but there are a few things worth noting:. Rebuilding Tips Ford recommends
torque-plate honing all the 4. Ford recommends replacing the head bolts every time the heads
are removed from the engine. Putting a deep top ring in a shallow groove or vice versa is a
sure-fire comeback. It required a super-slick finish on the heads and block. We have been
successful rebuilding this engine by maintaining a surface finish around 40 Ra on the block and
20 Ra on the heads. The geometry of the head and block must be straight and true as well in
order to achieve proper sealing. We have seen several of the left hand cam sprockets for the
Romeo motors that have the tab that indexes in the keyway completely sheared off. Check both
the cams and the gears carefully before reusing them. These engines appear to be very prone to
detonation. We have seen several pistons with rod bearings that have been pounded to death
from abnormal combustion. Some of the Romeo engines that are used in police cars and limos
appear to have serious detonation problems, so watch out for comebacks with these
applications. In this article:. Watch Engine Builder's latest discussions and explanations. Shop
the latest Engine Builder merchandise. Stay up to date by signing up for the Engine Builder
newsletter. By Dr. Raj Shah, Dr. Vikram Mittal and Nathan Aragon. By Engine Builder Staff.
Video Series View More Videos. Podcasts Listen To More Podcasts. Buyer's Guide Supplier
Spotlight. PennGrade Motor Oil. Contact: Bobbi Brophy Phone: Phone: Learn More. All vehicle
manufacturers are required by U. Some F, Expedition, and Navigator vehicles may exhibit a
concern of inoperative adaptive cruise control with no associated DTCs. Some F, Expedition,
and Navigator vehicles may exhibit a concern of inoperative adaptive cruise control with no
associated diagnostic trouble code DTC. Some F-Super Duty vehicles may exhibit concerns
related to brake drag. Utilize Workshop Manual WSM diagnostics in section to verify the correct
installation of the stoplamp switch. Some F and Expedition vehicles may exhibit a battery draw
resulting in a discharged battery. Some Model Year F vehicles equipped with a 2. Some F and
Mustang vehicles equipped with a 5. SSM - Various Vehicles - 2. Some F vehicles equipped with
a 5. This noise may sound similar to a front engine accessory drive FEAD chirp noise. Some

F-Super Duty vehicles equipped with a 6. Some F vehicles equipped with a 2. Follow the Service
Procedure steps to correct the condition. Some F and Navigator vehicles equipped with a 3. If
there are no visible external oil leaks, replace both engine valve covers. Some F vehicles
equipped with a 3. Some F, Navigator and Expedition vehicles equipped with 3. The service part
long block for F vehicles equipped with a 3. Some Ford and Lincoln vehicles equipped with
turbochargers may exhibit an oil leak from the turbocharger oil supply or return tubes, O-rings
or 6. Some Transit vehicles equipped with a 3. This article supersedes TSB to update the
vehicles affected and production fix date. This may be due to oil entering the left side
turbocharger turbine housing. Some F vehicles built on or before Jul and equipped with a 3.
Some F Raptor and F Limited vehicles equipped with a 3. Some Model year vehicles equipped
with 3. The customer communication requested return of unsold inventory to inspect the
dipstick tube. The dipstick tube inner diameter may be small enough that it prevents installation
of the OE dipstick. Some Fs built on or before Jul and Expedition and Navigator built on or
before 8-Apr with 3. Some F, Expedition, and Navigator vehicles equipped with a 3. Some
Vehicles equipped with a 3. This may be due to a frozen starter. These DTCs may be caused by
low engine oil level. Some Ford and Lincoln vehicles equipped with a 2. Some F-Super Duty and
F with 6. Certain Model Year F? This article supersedes TSB to update the vehicles affected.
Some F and Expedition vehicles built on or before 1-Apr and equipped with a 3. This may be due
to some fuel stations using larger than standard filler nozzle sizes. Some Mustang equipped
with 5. On vehicles equipped with an automatic transmission it is imperative that the converter
pilot hub be greased with Motorcraft Multi-Purpose Grease Spray XLA even if grease was not
applied from the factory. This may be due to small debris causing the VCT solenoid to stick.
Some F equipped with 5. Some Mustang vehicles equipped with a 5. Some F vehicles with less
than miles on the odometer may exhibit 0 percentage oil life remaining or change oil now
message in the message center after PCM reprogramming or a KAM reset. This may be due to
the parameter reset procedure not being properly completed. Extended Warranty Coverage- In
the affected vehicles, if water enters into the electrical system, it could cause the tailgate to
unlatch. Some F and F-Super Duty vehicles equipped with a rear defroster may have factory
installed or service replacement rear glass that uses rear defroster electrical terminals with a
plastic overmolded cover. Some F vehicles equipped with a B and O audio system may exhibit a
CD player that stops playing intermittently. For Ford and Lincoln vehicles that require positive
or negative battery terminal replacement, it is not necessary to replace the complete battery
cable harness and for this concern. Some vehicles may experience a no crank concern due to a
security access key table error. When attempting to program keys or perform a parameter reset,
the procedure may fail and the appropriate Ford diagnostic scan tool may When attempting to
program keys or perform a parameter reset, the procedure may fail and the Integrated
Diagnostic System IDS scan tool To resolve the condition, replace the instrument panel upper
section. Some F, Expedition, and Navigator vehicles may exhibit a battery draw resulting in a
discharged battery. Various vehicles with SYNC 3 may experience a touch screen that does not
respond to any input. Some F and Expedition vehicles equipped with a SYNC non-touchscreen
display may exhibit a blank screen or other various SYNC symptoms only when the vehicle is in
transport mode. Some F may exhibit a dash panel distortion at the defrost duct area.
Engineering is investigating the condition. Do not attempt repair at this time. Some F except
Raptor, F-Super Duty, Expedition vehicles equipped with a front camera washer may exhibit a
washer fluid leak at the front camera washer jet when not in use. Some vehicles may exhibit
distorted glass with a subtle orange peel pattern or streaking etched into the surface. This is
caused by hydrofluoric acid which is used in some car wash solutions as a cleaning agent.
Some F vehicles equipped with power folding mirrors may exhibit the mirror housing vibrating
while driving, moving freely or not moving to the desired position after the mirror is manually
folded. Some F, F-Super Duty vehicles may exhibit one or more noisy doors when opening and
closing. This may be due to dirt and debris on the door check arm s. This article supersedes
TSB to update the vehicle model years affected. This article supersedes TSB to update the
vehicle model years affected and Service Procedure. Panel replacement is recommended. Some
F vehicles equipped with a vista roof opening panel may exhibit binding while opening or
closing of the movable glass panel. The roof opening panel glass bracket is available for
service. Both brackets must be replaced. This is a one-time repair program for vehicle owners
that report unintended tailgate opening. Affected vehicles are eligible for this repair through
April 3, or , miles from the warranty start date of the vehicle, whichever Some F vehicles may
exhibit a glove compartment door that appears misaligned along the storage tray or right side
instrument panel when closed. Some F vehicles may exhibit a glove box door that appears
misaligned along the storage tray or right side instrument panel when closed. Some Vehicles
may require repa
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irs to the Smartlink system. Smartlink is a Ford Licensed Accessory which has a warranty
provided by the accessory manufacturer. Some F vehicles may exhibit a console media bin door
that will not open or is binding. This may be due to the console media bin door inertia switch
being stuck in the active position. This may be caused by an intermittent leak in the check
valve. This could be due to an incorrect adjustment of the step assembly. Some F, F-Super Duty
vehicles may exhibit a lack of heat or cooling from the cabin vents when the climate settings are
adjusted between hot and cold. Some F and F-Super Duty vehicles may exhibit a lack of cooling
from the heating ventilation air conditioning HVAC system due to a low refrigerant charge.
Some F, Mustang and Transit vehicles built on or before Dec may have a concern of no airflow
from the climate control vents. Some F vehicles may exhibit a glove compartment door that is
difficult to latch on one or both sides or appears misaligned along

